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Dynamics of trapped two-component Fermi gas: Temperature dependence of the transition
from collisionless to collisional regime
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~Received 25 October 2002; published 25 April 2003!

We develop a numerical method to study the dynamics of a two-component atomic Fermi gas trapped inside
a harmonic potential at temperatureT well below the Fermi temperatureTF . We examine the transition from
the collisionless to the collisional regime down toT50.2TF and find a good qualitative agreement with the
experiments of B. DeMarco and D.S. Jin@Phys. Rev. Lett.88, 040405~2002!#. We demonstrate a twofold role
of temperature on the collision rate and on the efficiency of collisions. In particular, we observe a hitherto
unreported effect, namely, the transition to hydrodynamic behavior is shifted towards lower collision rates as
temperature decreases.
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Recent experiments at JILA@1# on the collisions between
two oscillating spin-polarized components of a Fermi gas
40K atoms have shown that this setup is an important tool
investigating the dynamics of dilute quantum gases. Th
experiments have given evidence for a transition from co
sionless~zero-sound! to hydrodynamical~first-sound! behav-
ior: the measured damping timet becomes very long at bot
low and large values of the estimated collision rate. The tr
sition from the hydrodynamic to an intermediate regime h
also been followed with decreasing temperature and the
fect of Pauli blocking of the collisions from increasing occ
pation of final states has been exhibited at low temperat

Various numerical experiments have addressed the
namics of a thermal cloud of bosons@2#, even in the presenc
of a Bose-Einstein condensate@3# or of cold spin-polarized
fermions interacting with a condensatevia mean field@4#.
Fermion molecular dynamics~FMD! has been developed@5#
as a quasiclassical model for treating problems such as
atom collisions or formation of antiprotonic atoms. Howev
FMD is not adequate to deal with dilute fermionic system
such as the neutral atomic gas under harmonic confinem
realized in Ref.@1#, and an approach explicitly acknowledg
ing the diluteness and other characteristics of such a sys
is needed. Some work along these lines was develope
Ref. @6# using the semiclassical Boltzmann equations a
function only of the energy, to describe the evaporative co
ing process. However, this simplified approach allows onl
very limited description of the dynamics of the fermion
particles.

To the best of our knowledge, the present work reports
first numerical study directed to the transport properties
ultracold Fermi gases.

In this paper, we solve the Vlasov-Landau equatio
~VLE! for two-component fermionic Wigner distributions
As in FMD @5# or in numerical studies of the dynamics
thermal bosons@2–4#, the quantum-mechanical fluid i
treated by a particle-dynamics approach. We proceed a
the path traced for a single spin-polarized Fermi gas@4#, by
duplicating it and introducing mean-field interactions a
collisions between the two components. A major highlight
1050-2947/2003/67~4!/041605~4!/$20.00 67 0416
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our numerical method is the strategy used to deal with c
lisional events. We develop alocally adaptive importance-
sampling technique, which allows us to handle collision
interactions faster than in standard Monte Carlo techniq
by several orders of magnitude.

Owing to this computational advance, we are able to
amine collisional effects down toT/TF;0.2, in a region of
temperatureT well below the Fermi temperatureTF where
Pauli blocking would normally grind the simulation to a ha
because of numerical attrition problems~basically through a
saturation of phase space resulting in vanishing efficiency
the Monte Carlo sampling!. Moreover, since we focus on th
JILA setup@1# where the axial symmetry is maintained du
ing the experiment, we can use an axially symmetric co
with two-dimensional collisions, in which the angular degr
of freedom is taken into accountvia an effective weight. The
resulting code permits us to study the collisional propert
of the two-component Fermi gas as functions of both te
peratureT and quantum collision rateGq . The numerical
approach has full control over additional variables that
experimentally unaccessible. In particular, while in the e
periments theclassicalcollision rate can easily be estimate
but the fully quantal collision rateGq remains unknown, in
the numerical approach both classical and quantum collis
rates can be counted step by step. Because of this contr
the collision rates we are able to observe that, even if m
collisions become forbidden classically and by the Pa
principle as temperature is lowered, the few collisions t
can occur involve particles increasingly clustered around
Fermi level. The result is a kind of ‘‘catalytic effect’’ in
which these few collisions suffice to drive the gas from t
collisionless to the hydrodynamic regime.

The model and its solution.Here we write the VLE for
two interacting Fermi gases and describe the algorithm u
in their numerical solution. We summarize some points t
have been described in more detail in Ref.@4# and point out
how the difficulties raised by the Fermi statistics are hand
in our method.

The two fermionic components in external potentia
Vext

( j ) (r ) are described by the distribution functionsf ( j )(r ,p,t)
with j 51 or 2. These obey the kinetic equations
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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] t f
( j )1

p

m
•“ r f

( j )2“ rU
( j )
•“pf ( j )5C12@ f ( j )#, ~1!

where the mean-field Hartree-Fock~HF! effective potential
is U ( j )(r ,t)[Vext

( j ) (r )1gn( j̄ )(r ,t) with j̄ denoting the specie
different from j. Here we have set\51 andg52pa/mr ,
with a being thes-wave scattering length between two atom
andmr is the reduced mass, andn( j )(r ,t) is the spatial den-
sity given by integration off ( j )(r ,p,t) over momentum.

Collisions between atoms of the same spin can be
glected at low temperature, so that in Eq.~1! the termC12
involves only collisions between particles with different p
larizations:

C12@ f ( j )#[2~2p!4g2/V3 (
p2 ,p3 ,p4

DpD«@ f̄ ( j ) f̄ 2
( j̄ ) f 3

( j ) f 4
( j̄ )

2 f ( j ) f 2
( j̄ ) f̄ 3

( j ) f̄ 4
( j̄ )#, ~2!

with f ( j )[ f ( j )(r ,p,t), f̄ ( j )[12 f ( j ), f i
( j )[ f ( j )(r ,pi ,t), and

f̄ i
( j )[12 f i

( j ) . Here,V is the volume occupied by the gas an
the factorsDp and D« are the usuald functions accounting
for the conservation of momentum and energy, with the
ergies given bypi

2/2mj1U ( j )(r ,t).
The numerical procedure by which the VLE is advanc

in time consists of three basic steps:~i! initialization of the
fermionic distributions,~ii ! propagation in phase space, a
~iii ! collisional interactions.

The initial distributions in equilibrium at the bottom of
harmonic trap are generated by using the HF expression

f eq
( j )~r ,p!5H expFbS p2

2mj
1U ( j )~r !2m ( j )D G11J 21

, ~3!

whereb51/kBT andm ( j ) is the chemical potential of specie
j @7#. The particle densities enteringU ( j )(r ) are to be deter-
mined self-consistently by integration over momenta, and
momentum distributions of the two clouds need generati

To exploit the axial symmetry of the system, we first d
fine the angularly integrated particle densitiesN ( j )(r ,z)
52prn ( j )(r ,z) on a$r ,z% grid in cylindrical coordinates and
we move on to a particles-in-cell description by locating
numberN ( j )(r ,z)DrDz of fermions in each cell of volume
DrDz @4#. A momentum distribution with low statistica
noise is generated by representing each fermion by mean
Nq computational particles~‘‘quarks’’ !. The i th quark is lo-
cated at point$pir ,piu ,piz% in momentum space by usin
Monte Carlo sampling and making sure that each cell
volume h3 is occupied by no more thanNq quarks. This
control in three-dimensional~3D! phase space is transferre
to 2D by imposing a maximum numberwNq of quarks in the
2D cell $Dr ,Dz,Dpr ,Dpz% of volume h2. Here the weight
w5 int(2pFr /\) takes into account that the number of ava
able cells in 2D depends on the radial position and on
number of particles through the Fermi momentumpF

5A2m\kBTF.
In the propagation step, the two clouds are rigidly d

placed from the center of the trap along thez direction and
04160
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start evolving in time in the$r ,z% plane by performing oscil-
lations at their respective frequencies. We exploit the f
that by symmetry the average value ofpu for each value ofr
is zero and does not change in time, to decouple the vari
pu from the equations of motion. We make the approxim
tion that the angular momentum of each quark is left u
changed by the collisional events and take into account
third dimension in the exclusion principle by suppressi
collisions whose final states are occupied by more thanwNq
quarks. At each time step, the quarks are moved by the c
finement and the mean-field forces by using a Verlet al
rithm on a grid of mesh spacingdx.v dt, where v is a
typical particle velocity anddt is the time step. This inequal
ity is dictated by the accuracy and the stability of the prop
gation step@4#. No exclusion constraint is applied during th
step: this does not lead to any appreciable deviation from
Fermi statistics down to 0.2TF , where the system is stil
sufficiently dilute. This has been checked by monitoring v
lations of the Pauli principle at each time step.

Finally, we come to the collision step, which involve
most of the innovative aspects of our scheme. Collisions
tracked on a grid of mesh spacingdx of the order of the de
Broglie wavelengthlB , which is smaller than the particle
mean free pathl and larger than the spacingdx of the propa-
gation mesh (l .dx;lB.dx). The first inequality enhance
the statistical accuracy of the collision step, whereas coa
graining with respect to the propagation step avoids the n
for the Pauli-principle constraints, at least down to 0.2TF .

Before turning to the results, we add some computatio
details on how a speedup of the code by several order
magnitude has been achieved. The number of probable
lisions between all possible pairs of quarks belonging to
two species in each cell of volumeh2 is evaluated at each
computational time step asdNcoll5dtAN1N2( i j v i j s i j .
Herev i j is the magnitude of the relative speed of particlei of
species 1 and particlej of species 2,s i j is the corresponding
differential cross section, andN1 (N2) is the number of par-
ticles of species 1 (2) in the given spatial cell. IfdNcoll
,1, the collision probability is accumulated over the sub
quent time steps until an integer numberdIcoll
[ int(dNcoll) of collisions occurs. Within each spatial ce
the pairs of particles are ordered according to the value
their classical collision probability, from largest to smalle
The acceptance rate of the Monte Carlo sampling is
hanced by two to three orders of magnitude at each step
filtering out pairs with classical probability smaller than
given threshold. This is a form of importance sampling a
the threshold is dynamically adjusted cell-by-cell in such
way as to guarantee the correct supply ofdIcoll collisions at
each time step. The collision probability becomes sma
than the classical one after multiplication by the quant
suppression factor 12N(r ,z,pr ,pz)/(wNq) due to the occu-
pancy of the final state, and consequently the selection of
most likely pairs to collide becomes essential. To this p
pose, each particle is allowed to collide only with the partn
that maximizes the productv i j s i j . The original pool of
N1N2 collisions is cut down toN1 collisions only, with a
resulting additional speedup of at least one order of mag
tude.
5-2
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Results.As a first application of the numerical method, w
have considered 200 magnetically trapped40K atoms, which
are represented by a total number of 43103 quarks. As in the
JILA experiments@1#, the atoms are equally shared amo
two different spin states (mf59/2 andmf57/2) in harmonic
traps with slightly different longitudinal frequencies (v9/2
52p319.8 s21 and v7/252p317.46 s21). When the two
clouds after initialization are rigidly displaced from the ce
ter of the traps, in the absence of interactions they wo
keep oscillating at their respective trap frequencies with
damping.

The collision rateGq is independently varied by changin
the scattering lengtha, thus mimicking the exploitation of a
suitable Feshbach resonance@8#. To offset the difference be
tween the number of atoms used in the simulationN
5200) and that in the experiments (Nexp;106), the refer-
ence value of the off-resonant scattering length is scaled
factor (Nexp/N)1/2;102, thus producing a system with es
sentially the same collision rate and mean-field potentia
in Ref @1#. The transition from the collisionless to the coll
sional regime, as driven by varying the scattering length
various temperatures, is shown both in the plot of the f
quency of the dipole mode for the two components in F

FIG. 1. ~a! The oscillation frequenciesv ~in units of s21) as
functions of the quantum collision rateGq ~in units of s21) for the
two components of the gas atT5TF (3) andT50.2TF (1). The
horizontal dashed lines show the bare trap frequencies.~b! The
collision rateGq at frequency locking as a function of temperatureT
~in units of TF).
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1~a! and in the plot of the damping rateg51/t of the axial
motion of the centers of masszcm

( j )(t) in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 1~a!, the oscillation frequenciesv j at T5TF and

T50.2TF , with kBTF5\v9/2(6N9/2)
1/3, are evaluated by

fitting zcm
( j )(t) with the functionsz0cos(vjt)e

2gt. At very low
Gq the dipole mode frequencies are given by the correspo
ing trap frequencies with a shift due to the mean-field pot
tial. At intermediate values ofGq , the data points show larg
fluctuations, due to the fact that in this region just a fe
collisions can drastically alter the motion of the cloud
However, the trend towards a locking of the two dipole mo
frequencies at largeGq is very clear and the location of th
locking is identified with reasonable accuracy.

The main physical result of this study is the shift of th
locking transition to lowerGq as temperature is decrease
This is shown in Fig. 1~b!. This effect is related to the Ferm
statistics: at low temperature, the collisions involve partic
on a narrower region around the Fermi level and hav
greater impact on the global dynamics of the gas. A sma
number of collisions is needed to produce locking of the t
interacting species. Here we wish to emphasize that we w
able to gain insight into this unforeseen effect, thanks to
detailed numerical methods, which allowed us to precis
measure the full quantum collision rate at each time step

The damping rateg obtained from the fit ofzcm
( j )(t) is

essentially the same for the two components and is show
Fig. 2. We have also evaluated the correlation funct
f(t)5^uZcm

( j )(t8)uuZcm
( j )(t81t)u& between the magnitudes o

the turning pointsZcm
( j ) , which decays exponentially as ex

(2gt) at larget. This estimate ofg is in good agreement with
that obtained from the center-of-mass motions, but yield
less noisy signal in the intermediate region. In the collisio
less regime the damping rate increases linearly withGq ,
while in the collisional one it scales likeGq

21 . This is seen in
Fig. 2, which also shows again that the hydrodynamic reg
is reached at lowerGq asT is lowered.

The collision rateGq can be driven by cooling at fixed

FIG. 2. The damping coefficientg ~in units of s21) as a function
of the collision rateGq ~in units of s21) for T5TF ~filled squares!,
T50.6TF ~crosses!, andT50.2TF ~empty squares!. In the collision-
less region,g has been fitted by the functiong(Gq)5a1Gq and in
the collisional regime by the functiong(Gq)5a2 /Gq . The fits are
shown by a continuous line forT5TF , a dashed line forT
50.6TF , and a dotted line forT50.2TF .
5-3
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scattering length, as is seen from Fig. 3. The various cur
after scaling by a factor proportional to the classical cr
section, show a residual weak dependence ona, which is due
to the mean-field interaction between the two overlapp
fermionic components. The trend of these curves is mo

FIG. 3. The collision rateGq ~in units of s21) scaled by the
factor 108(a0 /a)2 with a0 being the Bohr radius, as a function o
temperatureT ~in units of TF) for various values of the scatterin
length a. From bottom to top: a5(12,15,18,21,24,27,30,33
3103a0.
ut.

04160
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classical and only at very low temperature (T
50.3TF –0.2TF) Pauli blocking becomes manifest, as si
nalled by the collapse of the curves into a single one. O
results thus suggest new experiments, in which the collis
rate is changedvia a thermal drive.

The implication of the results shown in Figs. 2 and 3
that this thermal drive rests upon the increasing importa
of a decreasing set of ‘‘strategic’’ collisions involving pa
ticles in states clustered around the Fermi level. Our d
also indicate that thermal cooling will need to reach tempe
tures below 0.2TF in order to see the complete transitio
from the collisional to the collisionless regime.

Efforts to develop a concurrent code, including the Pa
principle in the Lagrangian evolution to treat the collision
Fermi gas well below 0.2TF , are currently under way. A
completely three-dimensional approach will allow furth
studies, including the investigation of anisotropic fluctu
tions. The extension of the code to the case of negative s
tering lengths will also allow us to make contact with curre
experiments on the anisotropic expansion of a cigar-sha
gas in the proximity of a Feshbach resonance@9#.

We thank Dr. A. Minguzzi for helpful discussions an
acknowledge support from INFM through the PRA2001 P
gram.
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